Ultrasonic Blue Rose Humidifier™ for Advanced
Wellness with Aroma Receptacle

Instructions & Care Guide

Distributed by:

Any Questions please contact us or email sales@kitchenkneads.com

AIR STERILIZATION AND IMPROVES HUMIDITY
BEAUTIFICATION OF THE HOME
HELPS PROVIDE A MORE COMFORTABLE LIFE
●FEATURE
1. Humidifier with aroma receptacle
2. LED night light will make your room soothing
3. Exquisite design can decorate your house. User can add any favorite perfume, fragrance or
essential oil.
4. Ultrasonic Cool-Mist high frequency oscillation atomize the water into mist quickly.
5. Whisper-quiet cool mist operation with LED light.
6. Auto shut off and remind with red LED.
7. Unit uses the nanometre technology effectively remove heavy metal when using tap water.
8. Mist output can be randomly adjusted.

●SPECIFICATION
EF5301-FFP

MODEL

30-40 M3

EFFECTIVE RANGE
MIST VOLUME CONTROL

YES

VOLTAGE

110V/50Hz

POWER

30W

Capacity

2.3L

MIST CAPACITY

300ml/h

NOISES

≦35db

WATER LACK WARING

YES

● AROMA DIFFUSER FUCTION

①

②

1.

Put some perfume, fragrance or essential oil (medicinal liquid) into bottle

2.

Insert wick

3.

Replace bottle into Aroma receptacle base

③

(Other bottles and wicks are sold separately when you want to use different scent.)
4.

5ml glass bottle can be screwed in at base of unit if desired. However, stronger scent is better with
fragrance bottle. Be aware of possible spillage.

THIS PRODUCT IS INTENDED FOR HOUSEHOLD USE ONLY!
Thank you for your purchase of the Rose Petal Ultrasonic Humidifier. Before use, please read the instructions
carefully and keep for further reference.
WARNING! Failure to follow all the instructions may result in electrical shock, fire and/or serious personal
injury.
●PROPER OPERATION

1.

Place the body horizontally at a suitable place.

2.

Take out and overturn the water tank, screw off the tank cover as indicated by the arrow at “Add Water Here”, fill clean tap

water or if preferred, distilled or reverse osmosis water can be used. (Using Distilled or Reverse Osmosis Water will prevent
scaling.) Replace cap securely. Do not overtighten. Always carry with two hands.

①

②

③

3.

Screw down the lid and put the water tank back on to unit properly.

4.

Connect the unit to power supply, turn on the power switch and the humidifying indicator will be illuminated.

5.

There is staged adjustment of humidifying capacity, which is set to the dryness of your room.

6.

Press the “LED” button when you want to turn on the lamp. The “LED” lamp is a manual switch and must be turned off

when finished.
7.

There is an auto shutoff for the humidifier is empty of water. Machine will stop and the indicator will turn red when water

is out.

●OPERATING PRECAUTIONS
1.

Place the unit on a smooth, dry, flat level surface in a suitable place with an angle of slope less than 5 degrees.

2.

Do not use soap when you clean the water tank or bath, please use just warm water. If there is scale, use Mist/Nebulizer

detergent for cleaning.
3.

Never touch the oscillating transduction piece with a sharp hard tool. Clean it with wet cloth only.

4.

During cleaning, avoid water entry into the body of the unit, lest the internal electric components should become damp and

faulty. If this happens turn unit upside down and allow ample time to dry out before being used again. DO NOT IMMERSE IN
WATER
5.

Do not remove the body components at will or after unit is in use.

6.

Do not add hot water of above 40°C or 104°F to the water tank and water bath to avoid discoloration or distortion.

7.

When the room temperature is below 0° C or 32° F empty the water tank and water bath so that the icing of water will not

damage the components.
8.

Do not place metals, chemicals and detergents into the water bath; otherwise there might be poor atomization.

9.

When there is water in the water bath, do not move it about, otherwise water might overflow and flow into the body to

cause troubles with electrical components.
10.

Do not put the unit at a place with strong light, direct sun or direct hot air blowing.

11.

When the unit is not in use for a long time, please turn off the power and unplug the unit.

12.

Never pour out the water remaining in the water bath without turning off power, otherwise the transducer will be burned

out immediately.
13.

This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities,

or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instructions concerning use of the appliance by
a person responsible for their safety.
14.

Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.

15.

If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent or similarly qualified persons in

order to avoid a hazard.
16.
17.

Unplug the appliance during filling and cleaning.
Do not use outdoors

●SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
1.

Do not turn on the plug with wet hands; otherwise there might be the risk of electric shock.

2.

Do not touch the transduction piece upon starting; otherwise you might be the risk of electric shock.

3.

Do not disassemble the unit without unplugging the power to avoid an electric shock.

4.

Do not replace the power cord without authorization.

5.

DO NOT IMMERSE IN WATER.

6.

Only use 110V outlet.

7.

Never operate with wet or damaged cord.

8.

Do not tilt or tip unit while in operation or use near a source of water.

●MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING
Before cleaning, be sure to cut off the power and unplug the plug.
1、Cleaning of water tank-(once every 2-3 weeks)
Screw off the water tank cover, wipe off the scale and rinse with water.
2、Cleaning of water bath-(once a week)
If there is scale in the water bath and transducer, put a little Mist/Nebulizer cleaner for humidifiers in it and wipe down with
damp cloth after 30 minutes.
3、External cleaning of humidifier
Rinse the soft cloth in warm water below 40℃/104° F, wipe off the surface stain. The spray nozzle can be flushed with water
directly.
4、Storage of humidifier
When the unit will not be used for a long time, clean and dry the unit, store it at a dry place in the original package.

Note about Humidity:


Ideal humidity level is ideal about 30-50% of relative humidity



Humidity may vary room to room



In winter or cold seasons, windows may fog or windows sills may acquire moisture. To reduce mist can be reduced on
unit.



Too help with excessive humidity leave the room door open and adjust the mist on the unit.

